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This collection includes cassette tapes of interviews with eight women regarding funeral foodways in small central Kentucky towns. Also included in the collection is the paper Jimmy D. Browning, the interviewer, completed on the subject, entitled “A Tie That Binds: Contemporary Funeral Foodways In A Rural, Central Kentucky Community.” The paper focuses on the role funeral foodways play in the highly social and symbolic nature of food and eating in small, rural central Kentucky towns. This project was conducted as a part of a folk studies class at Western Kentucky University in the summer of 1989.
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This collection includes cassette tapes of interviews with eight women used as research for Jimmy D. Browning’s paper “A Tie That Binds: Contemporary Funeral Foodways In A Rural, Central Kentucky Community.” Two copies of the paper are also included in the collection.
½ box. 9 folders. 13 items. Cassette tapes and photocopies.
1990.156.1
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